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A characterization of chaotic order is given by using generalized Furuta inequality and its
application to related norm inequalities is given as a precise estimation of our previous paper
[15]. Also parallel results related to generalized Furuta inequality are given by using nice
characterization of chaotic order by Fujii et al. [7].
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1 INTRODUCTION

In what follows, a capital letter means abounded linear operator on a complex
Hilbert space H. An operator T is said to be positive (in symbol: T > 0) if
(Tx, x) > 0 for all x H. Also an operator T is strictly positive (in symbol:
T > 0) if T is positive and invertible.

As an extension of the L6wner-Heinz theorem [17, 20], we established the
following order preserving operator inequality in [9].

TI.OR.M F (Furuta inequality). IfA > B > O, thenfor each r > O,

(i) (BrAPBr) >_ (BrBPBr)

*Dedicated to Professor P.R. Halmos on his 80th birthday with respect and affection.
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p q= 1 (l+2r)q-p+2r

p=q

(1,1)

(1,o) q

/

and

(ii) (ArAPAr) >_ (ArBPAr)

holdfor p > 0 and q > 1 with (1 + 2r)q > p + 2r.

Alternative proofs are given in [3, 10] and [18] and also an elementary
one-page proof in 11]. Applications and related results are shown in (cf.
[4, 5, 12] and [13]).

We remark that the Furuta inequality yields the L6wner-Heinz theorem
when we put r 0 in (i) or (ii) in Theorem F: if A > B > 0 ensures
Aa > Bc for any ot 6 [0, 1].

The domain surrounded by p, q and r in the Figure is the best. possible
one for the Fumta inequality in [21].

Recently Ando-Hiai [2] established various log-majorization results to

ensure excellent and useful inequalities for unitarily invariant norms.

We established the following extension of the Fumta inequality which

interpolates an inequality equivalent to the main result of Ando-Hiai log-
majorization results and the Fumta inequality itself.
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THEOREM A (Generalized Furuta inequality) [6, 14].
A > O, thenfor each [0, 1] and p >_ 1,

If A >_ B > Owith

1-t+r -r/2Fp,t(A, B, r, s) A-r/2{Ar/2(A-t/2BPA-t/2)sAr/2}ip-’s+; A

is a decreasing function of both r and s for any s > 1 and r > and the
following inequality holds

A1-t Fp,t(A, A, r, s)

>__ Fp,t (A, B, r, s)

for any s > 1, p > l and r such that r > t > O.

An immediate consequence ofTheoremA, we showed the following result.

THEOREM B 14]. IfA >_ B >_ 0 with A > O, thenfor each [0, 1],

{A(AAPA-)SA} >_ {A(ABPA)SA}
holdsforanys > O, p > O, q > 1 and r > with (s-1)(p-1) > O
and (1 + r)q > (p t)s + r.

We write A >> B iflogA > logB whichis calledthe chaotic order [5] andit
is wellknown in Ando 1 that A >> B holds if and only ifAp > (A - BpA - )
holds for all p > 0. As an extension of this characterization, we have the
following result.

THEOREM C [5, 13]. Let A and B be positive invertible operators. Then the
following properties are mutually equivalent:

(I) A >> B( i.e., log A > log B).
(II) AP >_ (Ap/2BPAp/2) 1/2 for all p >_ 0

(III) Au > (Au/2BpAu/2) for all p >_ 0 and u > O.

We recall that the Schatten q-norms are defined by

IlAllq s.(A) for 1 < q < cx,

where sj (A) are the singular values of the compact operator A arranged in

decreasing order sl(A) > s2(A) > When q cx, the norm IIAII
coincides with the operator norm IIAII Sl, the norm IIAII2 is called the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm and ]lAlla is called the trace norm.
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2 A CHARACTERIZATION OF CHAOTIC ORDER AND ITS
APPLICATION TO RELATED NORM INEQUALITIES

THEOREM 2.1 Thefollowing properties (I) and (II) are mutually equivalent:

(I) A>>B (i.e., logA>logB).
(II) There exists the unique unitary operator Up for all p > 0 such that

Up ---+ I as p ----+ +0, and

Bp < UpAPU; for all p _> 0.

Theorem 2.1 can be generalized as follows by scrutinizing our previous
paper [15].

THEOREM 2.2 Let A and B be positive invertible operators. Then the
following properties (I), (II), (III) and (IV) are mutually equivalent:

(I) A >> B (i.e., log A > log B).
(II) For p > u > O, s > 1, ct [0, 1] and fl > -uct, there exists the unique

unitary operator U Up,,u,s such that Up,,ua,s ----+ I as p, fl and
uot +0, and

A (A BpA )sA < UA(ua+p)s+ U*.

(III) For p > O, and fl > O, there exists the unique unitary operator U
Up, such that Up, I as p and t3 +O and

ABPA < UAP+U*.

(IV) For p > O, there exists the unique unitary operator U Up such that
Up I as p +O,and

Bp < UAPU*.

COROLLARY 2.3 Let A and B be positive invertible operators such that
A >> B (i.e., log A >_ log B). Assume that f is a continuous increasing

function such that f on R+ with f(O) O. Let IlSIIq denote Schatten q-norm

ofan operator Sfor q >_ 1.

(I) For any p > u > O, s > l and ot 6 [O, 1],

[[f{A (A BPA)SA}IIq < Ilf(A(U=+p)s+)llq
holdsfor all >_ -uot.
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(II) For any p > O,

holdsfor all > O.

[[f(A BPA)IIq < [[f (AP+)llq.

We need the following Lemmas in order to give proofs of the results.

LEMMA 2.1 Let S be an invertiblepositive operatorand let T be an invertible
positive contraction. Then there exists the unique unitary operator U US,T
such that

(*) TST < USU*.

U can be chosen to be I in (*) ifand only if S commutes with T.

Proof ofLemma 2.1 Let TS1/2 UITS/eI be the polar decomposition of
an operator TS1/2. Then U is uniquely determined unitary operator since S
and T are invertible and SI/2T ITS/2IU*. Therefore we have

TST UITS/212U* USi/2T2S1/2U* <_ USU* since 0 < T < 1,

so that we have (*). Then U I TS1/2 ITS1/2] (TSI/2)2
S/2T2S/2 +---+ TS/2 SI/2T TS ST.

Whence the proof of Lemma 2.1 is complete.

LErMA 2.2 [12, 14].
any real number ),

Let A and B be invertible positive operators. Thenfor

(BAB)z BA1/2(A1/2B2A1/2)X-IA1/2B.

Proof ofTheorem 2.1
(I) (II). By Theorem C, we recall that A >> B 4:== Ap >

(Ap/2BPAp/2)I/2 holds for all p >_ 0 : (Bp/2APBp/2)I/2 >_ Bp

holds for all p _> 0 since the last implication = easily follows by
Lemma 2.2. Let BP/ZAp/2 UpHp be the polar decomposition of an

operator BP/ZAp/2 where Hp IBP/ZAp/2[ (AP/ZBPAp/2)I/2 and

Up is the unique unitary operator since A and B are both invertible. Then
we have

lim Up lim {Bp/2Ap/2(Ap/2BPAp/2)-I/2} I.
p--++0 p--++0
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Then we obtain

Bp <_ (Bp/2APBp/2)I/2
2 1/2UpHp Up

UpHpU;
< UpApU by Theorem C.

(II) === (I). As Up is unitary operator for any p > 0 by (II), we have

BP_IUp(Ap l)Up
>

P P

TP-I
tending p +0, we have log A > log B since lim log T for

p+0 p
any positive operator T and Up I as p ----+ -t-0 by the hypothesis in (II).

ProofofTheorem 2.2.
(I) ==(II). (I). First of all, we recall the following (2.1) by Theorem C

A >> B holds if and only if Au >_ (A BpA)- for all p >_ 0 and u _> O.
(2.1)

Put A1 Au and B1 (A BPA)p- in (2.1). Then A1 >_ B1 >_ 0 by
(2.1). By Theorem B, for each 6 [0, 1] and all p > 0 and u > 0,

(Pl -t)s+r

a >_ {A(A BIA )SA} (2.2)

holds for any s > 1, pl > 1,q > l andr > twith(1-t+r)q > (pl-t)s+r.
p+u > 1, q 2 and also put ct 1 in (2.2), then for eachPUtpl ---U-

ot 6 [0, 1] and all p >_ 0 and u > 0,

(ua+p)s+ur
)AA {A(A BPA } (2.3)

holds for any s > 1 under the following conditions (2.4) and (2.5):

r > 1 c (2.4)

2(or + r)u > (u + p)s + ur. (2.5)
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If (2.5) holds, then we have the following inequality since p > u > 0 and
s>l

2(or + r)u >_ (uot + p)s + ur

> uot+p+ur

> u(ot + 1 + r)

so that ot + r > 1, that is, (2.5) ensures (2.4) and therefore (2.3) holds under
only the condition (2.5). Let/3 be defined by:

ur (uot + p)s
/3 (2.6)

2

Then (2.5) is equivalent to the following (2.7)

/3 >-uot. (2.7)

Let T be defined by

-u+p,- A)S }1/2 -up...7.T=A {A(ABe A A (2.8)

It turns out that T is an invertible positive contraction by (2.3) and (2.6),
and by (2.8) we have

(ua+p)s+# (ua+p)s+/
A TA {Ar(ArBPA)SA}. (2.9)

Taking square of both sides of (2.9) and refining via (2.6), we obtain

TA(U+p)S+#T A(ABPA)SA
An operator T in (2.8) can be written as T Tp,,ua,s since ur 2+ (uot +
p)s by (2.6). Put S Sp,,u,,,s A(ua+p)s+#. Then S Sp,,ua,s -----+ I as
p,/3 and uot ----+ +0 and also T Tp,#,u,s ----+ I as p,/3 and uc ---+ +0
by (2.8) and (2.6). Then by Lemma 2.1 and (2.10), there exists a unique
unitary operator U Up,,u,s such that U Up,#,ua,s ----+ I as p, and
uot ----+ -4-0, and TST < USU*, that is,

A(ABPA)SA TA(Ua+p)S+T (2.11)

< UA(U,+p)s+,U*"
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Whence we obtain (II) under the conditions required.
(II) =:=(III). Put uo 0 and s 1 in (II) and also replace p > 0 by p > 0

by continuity of an operator.
(III) =(IV). Put/3 0 in (III).
(IV)=(I). (I) follows from (IV) by Theorem 2.1.

Whence the proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete.

Proofof Corollary 2.3.
Essentially we have only to follow the proof of [15, Theorem 1], but for

the sake of completeness here we cite its proof.

(I) Applying Kosaki’s nice technique 19] to (II) of Theorem 2.2, we obtain

by [16, Lemma 1.1] and [16, (2.2) and (2.3)]

Izn{A (A BPA)SA < Izn(U*A(P-t)s+u) < izn(A(P-t)s+/)

for n 1, 2 where {/n (’)}n=l,2 are singular values, so that

tZn{ftA’ (A BPA)SA’]} f{tzn[A- (A BPA)SA’]}
<_ f{lzn(a(P-t)s+)} lZn{f(a(P-t)s+)}

and by summing up over n on Schatten q-norm for q > 1, then for any
p>_u>O,s> 1 andot 6 [0, 1],

IIf{a (a BPa)sa}[lq < [[f(a(ua+p)s+fl)l[q
holds for all fl > -uot, that is, we obtain the desired estimate (I) of
Corollary 2.3.
(II) We have only to put ua 0 and s 1 in (I).

Whence the proof of Corollary 2.3 is complete.

3 PARALLEL RESULTS RELATED TO GENERALIZED FURUTA
INEQUALITY

Very recently, Fujii, Jiang and Kamei [7] obtained very nice characterization
of chaotic order and they also applied its results to the Furuta inequality.
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In this chapter, as a continuation of [7] we shall obtain parallel results
related to Theorem A which interpolates Theorem F and Ando-Hiai log
majorization.

At first, we shall state the following two parallel results related to

Theorem A.

THEOREM 3.1 If logA >_ logB then for any > O, there exists an

ot ot E (0, 1] andfor each [0, c] and p >_

(ot.t+r)ps$ ot-t+r A_r/2Fp.t(A, B, r, s) e p-ts+r A-r/2{Ar/2(A-t/2BPA-t/2)sAr/2}p.t)s+r

is a decreasing function of both r and s for any s > 1 and r > and
Aa-t >_ Fp.t (A, B, r, s) holds, that is,

(ot-t+r)ps
AOt_t+r ot-t+r

e p-,s+r > {Ar/2(A-t/2BPA-t/2)sAr/2}p-+r (3.1)

for any s > 1, p > ot and r > t.

TIaEOREM 3.2 /flog A > log B, then there exists an t (0, 1] andfor each
[0, or] and p >

Gp,t(A, B, r, s) A-r/2{Ar/2(A-t/2BPA-t/2)sAr/2} (p--tts+; A-r/2

is a decreasing function of both r and s for any s > 1 and r > and
A-t > Gp,t(A, B, r, s) holds, that is,

,c--tWr
At-t+r >_ {Ar/2(A-t/2BPA-t/2)sAr/2}(p-ts+r

for any s > 1, p >_o and r > t.

(3.2)

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2, we have the following
corollary.

COROLLARY 3.3 Thefollowing properties are mutually equivalent:

(i) log A >_ log B.
(ii) For any > O, there exists an ot ot (0, 1] and the following

inequality holdsfor each

(’-t+re
AOt-t+r -t/2 a-t+r

e p-,+r > {Ar/2(A BPA-t/2)sAr/2}e-os+

for any s > 1, p > ot and r > t.
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(iii) For any > O, there exists an ot a (0, 1] and the following
inequality holds:

Aa+re p+r >__ (Ar/2BPAr/z)7-47

for any p >_ ot and r > O.
(iv) For any > O, there exists an a aa (0, 1] and the following

inequality holds:

pareA > (Ar/2BPAr/2)

for any p > ot r > O and q > l with (ot + r)q > p + r.

(v) A >_ (Ar/2BpAr/2) holdsfor any p > 1, r > 0 and q > 1 with
rq >_ p/r.

(vi) Ar >_ (Ar/2BPAr/2)7; holdsfor any p > 1 and r >_ O.
(vii) Ar > (Ar/2BPAr/2)p-z; holdsfor any p > 0 and r > O.
(viii) A > (Ar/2BrAr/2) holdsfor any r > O.

We need the following nice results in order to give proofs of the results.

THEOREM D [7]. log A >_ log B holds if and only iffor any > 0 there
exists an cr ct (0, 1] such that (eA)a > B.
THEOREM E [7]. log A > log B holds ifand only ifthere exists an cr (0, 11
such that Aa > Ba.

Proofof Theorem 3.1 log A > log B holds if and only if for any > 0
there exists an ot c (0, 1 such that A > (e-B)c by Theorem D. Put
A1 Aa and B1 (e-B)a. As A1 > B1 holds by the hypothesis, Theorem
A ensures that for each tl [0, 1] and pl >_ 1

1-t +r

Dpl,t (al, B1, rl, s) a?rl/2{aI/2(a?tl/2Ba?tl/2)sa/2}(pl-qs+r a-r/2
(3.3)

is a decreasing function of both rl and s for any s >_ 1 and rl > tl, and the
following inequality holds:

A Dpl,t (A1, A1, rl, s) > Dpl,6 (A1, B1, rl, s) (3.4)

r p
for any s _> 1, pl >_ 1 and rl >_. tl. Put rl --, tl and pl Then

Pl _> 1, tl [0, 1] and rl >_ tl since 6 [0, ct], p > ot and r > by the
hypothesis and
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1 tl + r
(Pl tl)S -[- rl

By (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5),

ot--t+r
= (3.5)

(p t)s + r

.(ot.t+r)p$ t-t+r -r/2Fp,t(A, B, r, s) e -o+ A-r/X{Ar/a(A-t/aBPA-t/a)Ar/2}iO+; A

is a decreasing function of both r and s for any s > 1 and r > t and
A-t > Fp,t (A, B, r, s) holds, that is,

(ot.t+r)ps8
AOt_t+ -t/2 ot-.t+r

e (p-t)s+r " {Ar/2 (A BpA-t/2)Ar/2} (P-t)s’Srr

holds for any s > 1, p > ot and r > t.

Whence the proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.

Proofof Theorem 3.2 By the same way as one in the proof of Theorem
3.1, we can give a proof of Theorem 3.2 by Theorem E and Theorem A as
follows.

log A > log B holds if and only if there exists an ot (0, 1] such that
Aa > Ba by Theorem E. Put A1 A and B1 Ba. As A1 > B1 holds by
the hypothesis, Theorem A ensures that for each tl [0, 1] and pl _> 1

1-t +r

]2)SAl/2}f,l_tl,S+r A?rl/2Dp,t (A1, B1, rl, s) A-r/2{A/2(At/2BA1 t

(3.6)
is a decreasing function of both rl and s for any s > 1 and rl > tl, and the
following inequality holds:

1-tlA Dpt,t (AI., A1, rl, s) > Dp,tl (A1, B1, rl, s) (3.7)

r t p
for any s > 1, Pl > 1 and rl >_. tl. Put rl -, tl = and Pl Then

pl > 1, tl 6 [0, 1] and rl > tl since t 6 [0, or], p >_ c and r > by the
hypothesis and

1 tl + rl

(Pl tl)S -I- rl

By (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8),

ot-t+r
(3.8)

(p t)s + r

a,--t+r A_r/2Gp,t(A, B, r, s) A-r/2{Ar/2(A-t/2BPA-t/2)Ar/2}-’+
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is a decreasing function of both r and s for any s > 1 and r > and
Aa-t > Gp,t(A, B, r, s) holds, that is,

+rAte-t+ > {Ar/Z(A-t/2BPA-t/2)Ar/2} (p-t)s+r

holds for any s > 1, p > ot and r > t.

Whence the proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete.

Proofof Corollary 3.3.

(i) === (ii). Obtained in (3.1) of Theorem 3.1.
(ii) == (iii). We have only to put 0 in (ii) and replace ps by p since

s> 1 and p > or.

(iii) = (iv). Obvious by L6wner-Heinz inequality.
r

(iii) === (vi). Taking as exponents of both sides of (iii),
ot+r
rp
A Bpe +---7 >_ (Ar/2 Ar/2)

holds for p > 1 and r > 0, then letting 3 0, so that we have (vi).
(vi) == (v). Obvious by L6wner-Heinz inequality.
(vi) == (i). Taking logarithm both sides of (vi) and letting r 0, then

we have logA > IogB since p >_ 1.
(i) == (viii) is shown in [1].

(vii) == (viii) is shown in [5, 13].

Whence the proof of Corollary 3.3 is complete.

At the end of this chapter, we cite the following four parallel results (i),
(ii), (iii) and (iv) in Remark 3.4 related to Theorem A. In fact (i) is shown
by Theorem A, and (ii) is obtained by the same way as one of Theorem 3.2
and also (iii) is shown by Theorem 3.2 and finally (iv) is already obtained by
Corollary 3.3.

Remark 3.4 Let A and B be invertible positive operators. Then the
followingfour parallel restJlts hold;

(i) A > B ==for each [0, 1], and p > 1,

1-t+r

A1-t+r >_ {Ar/2(A-t/2BPA-t/2)sAr/2}(p-ts+

holdsfor any s >_ 1, and r > t.
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(ii) A > B holds for some ot 6 (0, 1] for some ot 6 (0, 1], and
for each [0, or] and p > or,

Aa-t+r >_ {Ar/2(A-t/2BPA-t/2) Ar/2} (p--tt)s+Srr

holdsfor any s > 1, and r > t.

(iii) log A > log B == there exists an

and p >

-t+r

Ac-t+r >_ {Ar/2(A-t/2BPA-t/2)sAr/2}(p-m+r

holdsfor any s > 1, and r > t.

(iv) log A > log B == for any > O, there exists an ot ot 6 (0, 1]
andfor each [0, or] and p >

(a-t+r)ps Aa_t+r a-t+r

e (p-t)s+r {Ar/2(A-t/2BPA-t/2)sAr/2} (p-,+r

holdsfor any s > 1, and r > t.

It is interesting to point out that there exists a contrast among (i), (ii), (iii)
and (iv) in Remark 3.4, that is, as logt is operator monotone function, the
corresponding result equivalent to logA > logB is somewhat weaker than
the corresponding one equivalent to A > B.
We remark that (ii) in Remark 3.4 in case 0 is obtained in

[8, Theorem 9].
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